Parts of an apple diagram

Teach your students about the different parts of an apple with this FREE poster and worksheet!
A cut and paste worksheet is included so students can practice labeling too! Parts of an Apple
is a free sample from my Apple STEAM investigations - for more hands on apple learning,
please see the complete unit! Thank you for visiting Paula's Primary Classroom. To be notified
when new activities become available, and of upcoming sales, please click on the green star
below my store name and follow me. Followers and feedback are greatly appreciated! Teachers
Pay Teachers is an online marketplace where teachers buy and sell original educational
materials. Are you getting the free resources, updates, and special offers we send out every
week in our teacher newsletter? Grade Level. Resource Type. Log In Join Us. View Wish List
View Cart. Previous Next. Paula's Primary Classroom 3. Grade Levels. PreK - 1 st , Homeschool.
Science , Child Care , Autumn. Worksheets , Posters. Formats Included. Compatible with. Log in
to Download. Open in Easel. Add to Wish List. Share this resource. Report this resource to TpT.
Compatible with Easel. This PDF can be converted to an interactive version that you can assign
to students to complete on a device, using Easel by TpT. Learn more. Also included in.
Teachers and students love the resources in this bundle! Here's what they're saying:"I love.
View Bundle. Description Teach your students about the different parts of an apple with this
FREE poster and worksheet! Here's what other educators are saying about this resource: "
Quick and easy enhancement to my Life Cycle of an Apple unit. Join my email list. Follow me on
FaceBook. Follow me on Instagram. Follow me on Pinterest. Have a great day! Total Pages.
Report this Resource to TpT. Reported resources will be reviewed by our team. More from
Paula's Primary Classroom See all resources. Keep in Touch! Sign Up. Background Information:
In winter the apple tree rests. On the branches are buds, some of which contain leaves and
others that contain five flowers. With warmer spring weather, the leaf buds unfold and flower
buds begin to grow on the ends of the twigs. Honeybees are attracted to the apple flowers by
nectar and the scent of the petals. As the bee collects nectar, it also picks up pollen. When the
bee lands on a flower on another tree, it brushes against the pistil of the flower, leaving pollen
grains on the sticky stigma. The pollen grains send tubes down through the styles to reach the
ovary pollination. Through the filament the sperm present in pollen can reach the ovules that
are in the ovary. The fertilized ovules will become seeds. The outer wall of the ovary develops
into the fleshy white part of the apple. The inner wall of the ovary becomes the apple core
around the seeds. In summer, the apples grow bigger and gradually change color, and the tree
produces new growth. In fall, the apples ripen. About two weeks before the harvest, the apples'
food supply from the tree is cut off and the apples become sweeter. Most apples are harvested
by hand, primarily in September and October. Apple Association. If you would like additional
information, please contact: U. Apple Association, P. Box , McLean, VA , University of Illinois
Extension. Backyard Fruits. The flowers have many parts that are crucial to the formation of
apples: Sepals - five green, leaf-like structures that make up a flower's calyx Petals - the part of
a flower that attracts insects by their color and scent Stamens - the male reproductive part
made up of an anther and filament Anther - the part of the stamen that produces pollen Filament
- the stalk of the stamen Pistil - female part of the flower, made up of a stigma, style, and an
ovary Stigma - the top of a flower's pistil Style - the part of a pistil that connects the stigma and
the ovary Ovary - the rounded base of the pistil, inside of which are five compartments each
containing two ovules, female reproductive cells that can become seeds. Kids can learn about
the anatomy of an apple while coloring, assembling, and reading their own Parts Of An Apple
Book-yay for science and language activities! It uses repetition for beginning readers and the
words appear to be on lined paper so kids can start getting used to spacing for beginning
writers. This printable book would go perfect with our A is for Apple Activities! Before we make
our book I plan on brainstorming with the kids any words that come to mind regarding apples
and write them on the board. Then we will dissect an apple and discuss the parts, there will also
probably be eating involved. After that we will color our book and read togetherâ€”one of my
favorite pastimes :. Cut out the pages of the book. Kids can do the cutting or you can use
scissors or a paper cutter. Read each page, identify the apple part in the sentence, underline the
word with marker and have child color the part. Only one part should be colored on each page.
Apple Pie Craft. Parts of a Pumpkin. Apple Math. My kids enjoy every Apple craft and activity I
throw their way. Not only they are great about eating apples by the boxes, but we also have
three apple trees in our backyard that they tended from an early age. We will be giving your
book a try this weekend! My kids are all about apples too! I wonder, if you would be interested
in adding your blog to this Directory. I'm coming to your blog from the Learn and Play Link-up!
I'm really excited about the printable book and will be using it this fall for my kids. Please make
more like this! I'll be featuring your blog post on my blog: inourpond. I'm hoping to get my
"science notebook for a preschool science girl" post done by the end of the month. Please stop
by my blog when you have a chance. Hi Missy, I love all your classroom ideas and thanks for

including our apple book in your list of science resources! I love your activities! And the
printable is so cute! Thank you for sharing and hope to see you there again next week. Your
email address will not be published. The book is simple to understand with complimentary
pictures that explains parts of an apple, how apples grow, and some history about apples.
Staple book together. The large page you see in the photos is not included in the printable. It
was just used for demonstration purposes during this tutorial. Comments My kids enjoy every
Apple craft and activity I throw their way. What a great activity! Thanks for sharing on the
Thoughtful Spot Blog Hop! Hi Jae, Thanks so much I am thrilled to know you love them and
really appreciate the feature!!! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Leave this field empty. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best
experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume you are okay with
cookies. Learn which plants thrive in your Hardiness Zone with our new interactive map! A
single apple is comprised of many parts that make up the whole fruit. Apple skin protects and
prolongs the life of the fruit, but once the skin is penetrated, shelf life diminishes quickly unless
you eat the apple soon after cutting into it. The skin contains a mix of nutrients related to those
found within the pulp of the apple. Seeds and stems make up the center of the apple, and some
nutrients are found within these parts as well. The skin is one of the most vital parts of an apple
because this exterior shell skin protects the pulp by acting as a barrier. The skin is high in
vitamin C, calcium and potassium, but apple skins also have the ability to absorb toxins from
pesticides and herbicides. Buy organic apples, or wash your fruit thoroughly before eating.
Apple skin also varies greatly in taste, texture and color. Some apples are slightly glossy with
thin skin, while other apples have thick skin but no shine. The apple stem does contain some
nutrition, such as fiber and iron. However, stems are typically thrown away because they are
generally not tasty. The stem holds the core of the apple together and anchors the fruit on the
tree as the apple grows. Chop up fresh apples and juice the fruit with the stem and seeds
included. Your body can benefit from the added nutrients found in the stem. The pulp, also
called the flesh, is just beneath the skin of the apple. This part of the apple contains a great deal
of nutrition including pectin, vitamin C, calcium and other minerals. This part of the apple is
also the sweetest. Different types of apples vary in taste, but most apples have a sweet or
slightly tangy taste. The nutrients inside apples can potentially help improve digestion and may
prevent certain diseases, such as colon cancers. Apple seeds are contained inside the core of
the apple. The seeds have a bitter taste, so people usually don't eat them. However, the seeds
are still safe for consumption. The seeds contain fiber and minerals such as phosphorus. Add
nutrient-dense apple seeds to your favorite smoothie to disguise the taste. Share this article.
This printable parts of an apple activity is perfect for preschool and kindergarten children. Fall
is a great time of year to learn about apples and it's easy to include these activities into an apple
unit study. Don't miss these fall picture books for fun seasonal read alouds with your kids! This
post contains affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate and a participant in other affiliate
programs, w e earn a commission on qualifying purchases. Apples are a popular snack for kids
and many families go apple picking during fall, which provides natural learning opportunities
for preschoolers, kindergartners and kids of all ages. I like when we can teach the kids through
real world experience and hands on activities, as well as books and worksheets. Our printable
packet includes two activities to help young children learn what are the parts of an apple. There
are two worksheets to label the parts of an apple diagram. One focuses on what can be seen on
the outside and the other is a cross-section showing the inside of the fruit. Young learners will
practice several skills to complete this activity, such as scissor skills to cut out the words, fine
motor skills to glue them in place, as well as reading and labeling the pieces. Another option is
to read the parts aloud and have kids identify them by pointing rather than cutting and pasting
the words. The other activity provides kids an opportunity to build one. You can cut everything
out ahead of time and let kids put together the parts for an easy apple craft. Another option is to
laminate the apple pieces to allow repeated use of the build an apple activity. Click the Get
Printable button below to download and save this set of free printable apple parts activities.
This printable is for your personal use at home or for your personal classroom only. Did you
make this project with your kids or students? We'd love to see it! Take a picture of it, then join
our private Facebook group and show us in there. Darcy lives outside of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
with her husband, their 9 year old daughter,
ford 4 speed overdrive manual transmission
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7 year old son, two cats, and a rescue dog. She loves to share kids crafts, simple recipes, and
parenting tips to help other moms. She's passionate about education, board games, and all

things babies. Darcy loves purple, geek culture, and making an ordinary life feel extraordinary.
She and her family enjoy exploring Wisconsin and planning local adventures. Author of
Breastfeeding Beauty in Breastfeeding, available on Amazon. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Home About
Contact Privacy Policy. Subscribe Get weekly sanity saving parenting tips, recipes, and kids
activities. Now check your email to confirm your subscription. There was an error submitting
your subscription. Please try again. Email Address. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Get tips, activities, and printables in your inbox.

